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SUMMARY Conversqly, indoor ah pollution has
received much less attention, in spite of
the much longer time during which the
occupants are exposed to an indoor environ-
ment in their lifetime. Moreover, numerous
studies have shown much stronger contami-
nation indoors than outdoors. Indoor air
quality has been under study for some time,
and the air exchange rate in a parbicular space
has been recognized as one of the major
parameters which influenca it. In most cases,
the larger the amount of outdoor air brought
into a space, the better the indoor air quality.

However, the increasing cost of energy, and
the ensuing efforts for energy consewation,
have resulted in a tendency to reduced air
exchange rates, both by infiltration and
natural or mechanical ventilation. These lower
rates imply r,eorse indoor air quality, and
recent ventilation standards have attempted
to reach a compromise between enerry
consumption and air quality. To quantify the
energy consumption adequately, the air
exchqnge rates also need to be quantified.

Traçer:gas methods have been the most
widely used means of evaluating air exchange
fates. Inexpensive techniques have been
developed which do not introduce any change
in airflow patterns during the measuring
period.

The objectives of tracer-gas tests have
evolved considerably over the years. Initiatly,
as proposed by Marley [1], the house was
considered fully mixed, behaving as a single-
zone space. It was soon realized, however,
that tracer-gas tests could also be used for
non-mixed spaces [2]. This latter approach
has led to more recent studies which intro-
duced the concepts of ventilation effec-
tiveness in both naturaliy and mechanically

Quøntification of whole-buildíng infíl-
tration rates is not enough to properly
characterize indoor air qüality and energy
consumption in a buildíng. It is also neceã-
sary to hnow the air exchønge¡ between each
room and outdeors, and ømong the dífferent
rooms themselues.

A method to accomplish thß objectiue
using a single tracer gøs was deueloped and
experímentally uerified under laboratory
conditions. The method proued to be
feasihir únd able of predicting airflows to
ltsi;.,k' . , ,¡/6.

, iie. aduantages and di,sadvantages of this
method,, compared with multiple tracer-gas
procedures to solue the same problems, are
examined. Potential applications and per-
spectiues for further deuelopments dre
finaþ discussed.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major difficulties which arises
when attempting to model indoor air quality
and energy flows in buildings is the need to
quantify air exchanges within the building
and with outdoors.

Air quality has long been an issue of
concem. Outdoor air quality has been in the
public eye for a long time due to the increas-
ing pollution levels which resulted from the
strong indust¡iai deveiopment of the last
decades. As a consequence, there has been
concerted action at the national and inter-
national levels towards reduction of emis-
sions to control pollution at more acceptable
levels.
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ventilated spaces [3 - 5]. Another more
recent development concerns the attempt to
quantify the ai¡flows which occur among the
va¡ious rooms in houses, which are thus
t¡eated as multi-zone spaces [6, 7]. This
should be the prefened method for studies on
indoor air quality, while single-zone methods
should be limited to applications which deal
exclusively with quantification of infiltration
loads for energy consumption evaluation [8].

This paper describes a method for measu¡-
ing the airflows which a¡e established between
the various zones bf buildings a¡rd between
those zones and outdoors, using a single tracer
gas.

'i.: t 'll'",'

ESTIMATION OF AIR FLOWS IN BUILDINGS

qoi

Fig. 1. Multi-zone model.

Ci = concentration in zone í
Q¡¡ = flow rate from zone i to zone j
Q¡ = flow rate from zone jto zone i
f = time.

After rea¡ran$ng the terms and integrating,
eqn. (1) leads to

.g¡perime4,t,¡'in wþich the decays in each of
the ropms are si¡nultaneously méasured. This
simplicity3'',r,unfortunâtely,, .doés int¡oduce
some maþr drawbackst'as the n different

lo

As previously discussed, it is important to v¡Íc¡(t)-C¡(t)J
quanti ilding \z n I.envelo ,:iì.ces = | | e¡¡(ci - cr) dr - @o¡ J ci dt (2)
within air be tr, iTr tl

: : consid zone, í+l
it is sufficient to determine the air flow across where 8s¡ = flow rate of extemal air entering

,, the building envelope. The t¡acer-gas decay zone j.
method . has been thoroughly studied and . Air mass balance for zone j (assuming
accepted as s.uitable for this purpose [8]. properties calculated using the same tempera-

., Unfortunately, the single-zqne building is ture):
: lj'nni

¿8;¡=)8,'¡ 1<i<n (3)

to 
i=0 i=0 

,.
quantify these internal airflows. However, the , ,The number of ;unknown, flow rates in-

, pafticula¡ methodologies have been more volved in these equations is n(n,+ 1), as each
complex than those used for the single zone of' the (n'+ 1') zones)iinclud[iþ outdoors,
buüding [4,I - 11]. , exchanges air with the other ¡l 2ones*. Thus,

,ri , The mathematics and the difficulties to solve for all the flow rates, an equal num-
invoived in the application of trace;rgas , þpr., gf'eqgations is needqdet .ì

,,ro _ ,; , methods to a noÂ-rnixed multi-room building Sind-qn.-suggested tha,t ,eqE, (2) coutd be
.::,r were eatlier dqsp¡ibed by Sinden [12]. Con- intçgrated,for n differe¡tain-teryals from the

,r1t -: i.r,., sidqring that a steady. state exists, thatrthe copcentration deca5¿,¡pur:\¡e$ f,or each zone.
,li i.t 'concenha-tio,n g! trac,er gas in the outdpor Thus, n2 gqgationq cor¿l.d- he ob,tained which,
. ,i: . air. ,.is zgrg,.and tþ4t a þuilding can betreated foge!þerç.,ryith,n çgnsBrvâtioû,of-mass equa-

, , : .:; :,-., 4s,$ollQisting of n,-¡¡ni.forn¡ly mixed zones (Fig.i' ,. ,tigns, ,.-egn' (2), .Ivoqld:yield,, the necessary
,,!i r ,', I . .,:,1), lhçrfgU,g$trlgbalance+.gan,be writtepi , .,, number_-,,of ,.equatiofl:9::'to-. selve; for all the
rjì:.:r,ì,,i ,.? þacqr-gas mass þalance for",zone j: -Ì..,riri: .,,unþorrynÇ;, ¿.,.,,. it\: :1 :l:- ,.i

'¡,,1¡l'-!! ,;ì¡! n l, , .r:: ilhis, lrnelhpd requifes', l,Only: one single

Y d0¡lat ="! Q¡¡C¡,-J. Ð Q¡, C¡ ,,. (1)
t=l .l.¡ i=0 ¡,

where:

V = effective volume of zone j
CJ = concenttralie¡ irf , zone j

il
*Q.¡i = o
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TABLE 1

Calculated and exact flow rates for example in Fig. 2

200

o

Case (a) '
(m3/h)

Qú= 27L.9
Qzt = -94.5
Q¡2 = L67 .6
Qe= 278.1
8ro = -40.7
Qzo= 470.2

Case (b )
(m3/h)

Qor = 307.3
Qzt= 90.2
Qu¿= 178.8
Qn= 86.4

' 8ro = 311'1
ì'' Qzo=175'0

Exact
solution
(m3/h)

Qs¡ = 288
Qzt= 3

Qoz= l-74
Qp= tr2
Qro = 179
@2e = 283
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Fig. 2. Example of the influence of interval selection
fot integration,ol eqn. (2). (a) tracer gas decay in
shgqt, time intervals - case (a). (b) þlacer gas decay in
9t-t9 Jong time interval - cqqe (Þ). (c) reai flow rates
(rii3i h).. rr, :7i. )

"¡ .tl ..a 1: -

rates distinct for both cases, but some a¡e
even negative, an obvious impossibilþ given
the formulation of the problem. -

A comparison betu'een the reai and the
caiculated values sho$'s that the results from
ca.se (a) are much further from the correct
values than those from ca.se (b). The reason
for this difference lies on the lêngth of the(
integration periods that wete selected, short
in case (a) and long in caSe (b). In the latter
c¿¡r¡e, one interval $¡as eveä selected as the
wh'ole measüi.ing period. Thuis, to obtain
better results, it is 'convenient to use long
integrating intervals because experimental
err'or is minimized and more pertinent in-
fotmation is included for analysis. Ideally,
thèn, this would imply that each of the
-integrating intervals shijuldr;Iie' the whole
measuring period. Of corìibei'were such an

l approach selected, the equations would be
equivalent to each other and no solution
could be obtained.

To overcome this difficulty, there are two
possible ways "in which to conduct the experi-

; (2) n different trâcer,ga.ses are introduced
simultaneously, one in each zone of the
building. The ensuing concentration evolu-
tions of all tracers are then recorded in each
room. As in method (1), n independent
equations (bne for each tracer) can be ob-

)

noov r i¿ ¿m3 )

RooM 2 (31m3 )J il2

intervais-to integrate bqU: (2.)'CaUrbe arbltra¡i- ments a¡rd obtain the conect solution:
,ly ohoser+i,different syòtenls of equations'lbänl' ,', (1) Tracei gas is introduced into one zone

, r . ibëi ,dbtdihëd" which 'àlso".resillt in disti'ùct i and the coribedúration evolution' is measured
,.:v values,fop.thè flow rate8ì ThiiJ.is, of corirsè; I in all zonesþifhe procedure i9lepeated intro-

' ' ì' ,':li.ttnâcceptaiblel lilLris factrcän be easily veriffed'' ducing théìj'tracer "iùtjo eachröf the other
-, I' - ';r¡i-with''rthé ,drìafirple ,shöwn .'i*r9Fig. 2 vùhich ':', n - 1 zonës in tli-e brJildh'ig; oñéat a time. For

:,repreúènts .thé'decay ofrrt¡acer'g.iæ concèrttra. r':¡ ,edch zonè, H different':riqtiatiirrts;can then be
tioés ,in_r,ea¿:h,' ôf two ;rooms :Ofr:a paÉisuldf:,r:i' obtained by{ntegrätfnglêdn.r(2) for the whole
building. Both decays rdslrlf,êtt;f¡om the same ., nreâsuririgrpefîod,'asirit.!üas.fotih¿ necessary
experimertrtlsi,e., théy'were. e¡rlitaine¿ simulta- by the previous discussion.

; ,neously.'.Thé sâme cun¡es âte.shôwn in both
,,,.Figs. r2(a) .and.rZ(b), but ehch.,of these plots

çhows a i different selection of rinten¡als for
integration. of eqn. (2)., The two selected
forms of integration would yield the fiow
rates listed in Table 1. Not only are the flow
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tained for each zone by integrating eqn. (2)
for the whole measuring period.

In both methods, it is assumed that mea-
surements a¡e taken until all ,concentrations
are negligible and that n ai¡ mass-balance
equations, eqn. (3), are also obtained to
complete the correct number of equations
needed to solve for an equal number of
unknowns.

Each method has its advantages:
o Method (1) needs only one tracer gas, i.e.,
ong gas analyser only. Equipment cost is
therefore lower than for method (2). which
requires either n analysers. ot one flexible
analyser,capable of detectipg all tracer gases
used in the experiment, or òdme combination
of thèse two alternatives.
o Method (2) requires smaller expeiimental
time to be performed, as only one simulta_

flow rates in a 2-compartment laboratory
turder stèâdy-state conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The tests were conducted in a two-room
, space with the configuration shown in Fig. B.

The dimensions of the two compartments
vrere 4.6 X 3.4 X 2.8 m3 and 8.4 X 8.4 X 2.9
m3.

i P, -i":,:.¡ y ¿rr

o-FooM t

O-ñooM 2

neous measwing period js required contrary
to the n distinct periods necessary to com-
plete method (1).

The time required to conduct metnäa 1f ¡
makes it more appropriate to study steady_
state or quasi-steady-state situations. Other_
wise, as conditions change, the flow rates
might change enough during the meaçuring
period that the calculated flçw rates'may be,
meaningless. On the other hâäd, even if smatl

rrièthod \MiU be applicable because the
flow rates might change significanily from
the beginning to the end of even the''
single measuring period nepbìsary for methôd
(2).

Some experimental rvo{k has already been

some of them opened.
The following sections describe how

method (1) was used to determine the'main

ã¡àÃl ¡ir

Fig. 3. Schematics of the two-room space.
\t 

.

There was no furniture inside the two
compartments. Thus,.the effective volumes of
both spaces were equal to those defined by

A central air-hand-ling- system supplied air to
boûh compartmçnts., Exhaust air from the
compartments was drawn by a second fan.
Total supply and exhaustL, flow rates were
measu¡ed by nozzles placed,in.the ducts,

The tests were pe¡formed with N2O as a
.., tracgl,.,,!or each test, a pulse of N2O was' released in.one of the compartments and the

ensuing vagting concentrations were measured
in both compqrtments. Thei procedure was
then repeated with the N2O puise released in
the othe¡ compartment.

, compartment. r:

: .. There were fou¡ sampling points for each
T,gompartment: pnq in the suppìy duct; two

Ínside the space, 0.? m and 1;8 m above the
centre of the floor; and another in the ex_

.l50O
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Fig. 4. MultiPlexer

_ hagst duct. The concentrations were mea-

. su.red by a single calibrated infrared dectector,
which received air from al1 sampling points
thìough a multiplexer, Fig. 4, programmed in
an approPriate sequence.

Comparison of the data from the three
sampiing points placed in each compartment
also showed that therê was a good mixing
within ea,cir compartment, as only minute
differences were measwed (4.6% relative to
the medium value). Thus, the hypothesis of
uniformly mixed zones in a non-uniformly
mixed space $'as considered to be fulfilled.
The value of the concentration of tracer gas

',j r€presenting each compartment during the
; {i11 ,',' ' ':sÍ,.ì wâS calculated a.s the av'erage'of
r ,:,r concentrations measured within

. l,r;r¡pãitment.
rlhe.test fooms wete located inside a large'

laboratory such thãt no measurable con-
centraf,ion of N2O resulted from the'exhaust
and exfiiltration from the two rooms.

r r" i:Equatión (2) was integrated in each case
. ']over the whole measuring period using

.' -, Simpsôn's rule and thè system of simulta-
r rneous equations wäs sölved numerically by
- ;tGâ¡.iss elimination. I

: [. r. RESULTS

:r, r.. ..':.i ,,,.The tracer-gas methodoiogy described in
\,.1:r. ,jirrs:'i. ': )rthé tprêvfous. sdetions Wás ca:ried out fcji
,i,. , ,".'¡i . rdlffefent': corribinàtions of iai¡flow ratès' 'to '

( r-ì - t iboth; compartrfients. rThêr flows measured in
, iir,, ;i" lþg rlozzlês plàced in'the supply ducts were
..*,¿-i- ., ì.,,'compäed with those calculated from thè
.ir, , tracer-ga.s concehtrationsiwhich resulted frorà

each of the two pulsês released into tho
'., ', compartments. The flow rates were also

analysèd against the þtessure differences that
' .,were;.measured between each compartmeiit

, and ou.tdoors.
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Two sample-runs of this procedure are

shown in detail in Figs. 5 and 6. Plots (a) and
(b) show the decay of N2O in both compart-
ments following the þulse 4eleases in compart-
'ments 1 and 2, reEjbctivély, Superposed on
the experimental data points are the theoreti-
cal concentration decays which would occur
if the flow rates were exactly as calculated by
this method, and listed in diagram (c). A good
agreement can be observed between the
experimental and calculated concentrations,
as well as between the experimental and the
measured airflow rates.

The relative magnitudes of the flow rates
are also in agteement with the measured
pressure differenceS between the compart'
ments and outdoors. In the case shown in
Fig. 5, the pressure difference between
compartments 1 and 2 is .positive (0.5 Pa).

'Thus the flow rate frcjin,pgmpartment 1 to
compartment 2 should þe'larger than in the
opposite directioni which is indeed the case.

The flow rate Q21. is not zero as the positive
pressure difference might indicate. Indeed,
turbulence and air circulation patterns cause

a cross-over of air in both directions, although
always with an excess going towards the
comparbment with lowgr pressure. Fig. 6

shows a totally similar pattem. This is true' with the door between the two compartments

, 
oo"t"o or closed'

:

.

ments, which indicate an exqess of 340 m3/h
and aó m3¡h in Figs. 5 and Q, respectively, for
the supply air over the eihausted air.

The differenðes between the calculated and
the measured total air supþly rates may have
actually been si,nalìer due to air leakage from
the suppiy duct. A smoke test proved the
occurrence of the leakage which was, however,

t
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significant difference between the correlated
equation and y = * (shown as a dashed iine
in Fig. 7). Thus, within an acceptable un-
certainty, the calculated and measured flow
rates are identical.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple experimental method to calculate
airflow rates between rooms in a building and
with outdoors has been shöwn to be feasible
whenever steady-state conditions exist. These
conditions are characteristic of most spaces
with a constant ai¡-volume mecha¡lical system
and in most other spaces under relatively
constant exterior weather conditions.

The method requires a single tracer gas,
making it a less onerous altemative to multi-
gas methods, which in turn''have the advan-
tage of being completed in a shorter period of
time.

The validity of the method was experi-
mentally verified under laboratory conditions
and shown to yield quite satisfactory results,
certainly within the usuai accuracy possible
when measuring airflow rates in open spaces.

Although the tests were conducted by the
tracer decay method, they could be done
also by the steady-state concentration meth-
od, utilizing just one tracer gas. In this case
the implementation of the method is simila¡
to that required by the decay method with
only minor changes in the mathematics
involved.

Further research is now needed to attempt
its verification in real buildings, under condi-
tions which may not be as steady as in a
ldboratory. Another difficulty wilt aLso
pertain to the definition of 2ones, which may
not be as well defined as in the 2-compart-
ment situation that was reported here. This
probièräf' however, is a[fö' cômmon to all
other multi-zone methodologies that have
been proposed so far. : ,. :

Anothe¡ pqssible tine qf,,wolk is the devel-
opment of a combination of the two methods,
i.e., the use of multiple tracers and multiple
experiments. This combination may be
interesting in cases with a large number of
-?ones: ê,9., a t2"zone building could be
solved using three different tracers and four
experiments. In this case, three simultaneous
pulses of'different tracers could be released

a@

:æ

tß

s
t

G.

æ

0

0

Fig. 7. Coi.,
rates.

TABLE 2

Anovar table for correlation in Fig. 7

:ul¡t.d Flowr¡taa itlztt

rn of calculated and measured flow

r,Ìms
.ri
squares

Degrees Mean
of square
freedom

Variance
ratio F

Regression 27tl.+7 t 277747 420
Error 7738 t2 646
Total 218885 13

n\!'!2-) = a.15^ (0.es)

tlnbiased coefficient of determination: É2 = 0.969

95% interval of confidencer
Y intercept of bhe regression line: a = L0.6 t 45.5
Slope of the règiession line: p = 0.9?3 t 1.06

,) | ',¿

l('

tï,.--*"-: "":" -tió,ttr imp.ossible.-to quantify and to-"o-'-
.:, i plètely eliminate with the available facilities.'ri'¡¡'ir Moreover, experimental error occurred as

.-.--much-""with. concentr¿tion measurements as -'"

i urith pressure differences and air,flow-rates, To
investigate how well the calculatod airflóws

' .oËeðfo¡ded llp 
tthoqe measured by the

nozzles, a correlation was made b'ased onr all
fourteen ca.ses that were tested. -Tïd iðsults,
shown in Fig. 7, demonstrate an excellent
agreement (correlation coefficient of 0.99).

Tl:^e g67o intefual of confidence ,for the'- results is also shown. The corresponding
analysis of variance (anovar), shown in Tabler'' 2, indicates that there is no statistically

+

zA'+ ,/+/
/f .,i

//,'1
7¿- lrrsl-squ¡aai corr![¡lion

- 

95./. coñfidanc. rnl.d¡l///
,r, //,+ ,,

/
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in three different zones of the house, repeat-
ing the procedure four times until one pulse is

released within each zone. \ilhiie a single

tracer would require very iong experimental
periods, multiple tracers with a single experi-
ment might require very expensive equip-
ment. Moreover, such a large number of
tracer gases might just not be available for a

particular application. Thus, some optimum
mix of multiple tracers and multiple experi-
ments might lead to reduced costs for testing
a building.
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